Spread KINDNESS not Coronavirus!

In our fast, changing world, COVID-19 (aka Coronavirus) has ramped up our heart rate while stopping us from planned activities.

This pandemic is presenting an odd combination of feelings as we make significant changes in our daily lives with family, work, education and social engagements. The reality of how common we are as humans, during this crisis, is not lost on us.

The mission of Faith Always Wins is to promote dialogue for the betterment of our world through kindness, faith and healing.

We are scheduled to do just this through our 6th annual SevenDays® Make a Ripple, Change the World experience from April 21 – 27.

SevenDays® provides opportunities to increase kindness through knowledge, mindset and behaviors. Typically, the opportunities we provide are in person, engaging and filled with laughter, handshakes and hugs over a shared meal.

We are concerned for the health and safety of our community and are following protocols recommended by the Centers for Disease Control on a day to day basis. As we continue to follow this developing situation, please know our upmost concern is for our supporters and members of the public who plan to attend our activities.

While we are hopeful to host our SevenDays® experiences live in the Kansas City metro area, we are also working to create each day’s activities such that YOU can participate VIRTUALLY, if needed and or desired.

At this time, SevenDays® events are still planned to take place in-person.

We will keep you informed of our in-person schedule and plans for virtual kindness, at its finest.

Together (maybe not in person) we can make a ripple and change the world!